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Abstract

This study is aimed at creating a general technique for the formation of learnersí
interest in physics in the context of sustainable development of education. The active
means of training and active learning methods are the components of this technique.
The sequence of interest formation for physics in the context of sustainable development
of education was analyzed. This scheme shows the transition from a situational interest
to an individual interest. Short-term objective is the formation of learnersí interest in
physics as a school subject. Long-term objective is the formation of learnersí interest in
physics as a science. Results proved that proposed technique increases the level of motiv-
ational component of the learnersí cognitive activity in physics teaching. This general
technique can also be used in teaching other natural sciences (e.g., Chemistry, Biology,
Geography, Ecology).

Keywords: learners, sustainable development of education, motivation, physics, interest,
active means, methods of training.

Introduction

Sustainable development of education is impossible without the professional com-
petence of teachers. This provision is expressed in ìGuidelines and Recommendations
for Reorienting Teacher Education to Address Sustainabilityî. ìSpecial attention should
also be paid to the training of teachers, youth leaders and other educatorsî (UNESCO,
2005, p. 15). In this way, the problem of improving the teachersí professional competence
is relevant in terms of sustainable development of education. First of all, this issue has
been addressed in several papers in the Journal of Teacher Education and Training
(e.g., fiogla, 2002; Bulajeva, 2003; Linkaityte, Zuzeviciute & Zilinskaite, 2003; Poom-
Valickis, Saarits, Sikka, Talts, & Veisson, 2003; Kat‚ne, Aizsila, & Beitere, 2006). This
problem has also been addressed in the Journal of Teacher Education for Sustainability
(e.g., Kukk & Talts, 2007; MakareviËs, 2008; BÁrziÚa, 2011; Iliko, Ignatjeva, & MiËule,
2011; Salom‰ki, Ruokonen, & Ruism‰ki, 2012).
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Physics is a natural science, which is a basis of technology, and scientific and technical
progress. However, a small number of learners like to study physics at schools in Ukraine.
This affects the choice of professions by learners and on the prestige of professions of
technical directions. Learners do not like to study physics because of the complexity of
the materials. It is teachersí responsibilities to make learning physics more accessible,
understandable, and interesting. In this way, the problem of motivation of the learners
is relevant in education.

An analysis of educational journals makes it possible to highlight different approaches
for solving the problem of the formation of learnersí motivation to study physics. Fischer
and Horstendahl (1997) have suggested installing a discourse oriented learning environ-
ment. Jon‚ne (2008) has emphasized a context of interaction between human beings,
society, and environment. These aspects were introduced in the new school curriculum
of Latvia. Poom-Valickis and Elvisto (2009) have investigated the problem of motivation
in studying natural sciences. The authors have argued that carefully planned curriculum
selection and positive learning experiences increase studentsí willingness to choose teacher
education in natural science. Peciuliauskiene (2015) has considered physics experiments
as a means of strengthening the learnersí motivation for physics teaching. However, a
general technique for the formation of learnersí interest in physics was not realized. The
aim of our work is to create a general technique for the formation of the learnersí
interest in physics in the context of sustainable development of education.

Method

Formation of learnersí interest in physics in the context of sustainable development of
education

Angelo (1993) has identified the fourteen general, research-based principles for
improving higher learning. The thirteenth principle, ìMotivation to learn is alterable; it
can be positively or negatively affected by the task, the environment, the teacher, and
the learnerî, speaks about the importance of learnersí motivation in teaching. There
are different approaches to the definition of motivation (e.g., Pintrich & Schunk, 1996;
Elliot & Covington, 2001; Broussard & Garrison, 2004). According to Gredler (2009),
ìthe major approaches to the analysis of motivation share three major assumptionsî
(p. 392). First, a motivation is the result of interactions between environmental factors
and the particular characteristics of learners. Second, the learner is an active processor
of information. At the highest level, self-assessment of oneís capabilities and the inter-
pretation of information from the environment are involved in achievement-related
motivation. Third, and related to the prior assumption, is that a studentís motives,
needs, or goals are explicit knowledge. This means that the student can reflect on these
beliefs and communicate them to others (Gredler, 2009).

Pintrich and Schunk (1996) have proved that motivation is a pervasive and important
determinant of behavior for students, teachers, and administrators at all educational
levels. In this way, one of the most important aspects of teachersís work is the motivation
of learners. ìStudents are likely to be more motivated to learn in your class if they see
the value of what you are teaching; they believe that learning will help them achieve
other important goals, that they are capable of learning it, and expect that they will
succeedî (Angelo, 1993, p. 7).
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The interest of learners is the basis for the formation of their motivation to learn.
Krapp, Renninger and Hoffmann (1998) have studied the interest as a habitual preference
(or attitude), as a motivational belief, and as a component of the developing self. According
to Krapp (2002, p. 388), an interest can be caused either by an already existing disposit-
ional interest (individual interest) or by the special conditions of a teaching context
(situational interest). This researcher has described the transition from a situational
interest to an individual interest (Krapp, 2002, pp. 397ñ400). ìIntrinsic motivation
energizes and sustains activities through the spontaneous satisfactions inherent in effective
volitional actionî (Deci, Koestner, & Ryan, 1999, p. 658). In accordance with these
approaches, we analyze the dynamics of formation of learnersí interest in physics in the
context of sustainable development of education.

Lanina (1985, pp. 5ñ6) offers the following scheme: curiosity ñ active curiosity ñ
attempts to understand ñ strong knowledge ñ scientific research (Figure 1). The situational
interest begins to form on the first step, ìcuriosityî. After this step, learners show the
increasing importance of the object for their interest. Thus, curiosity turns into an active
curiosity. The next step, ìattempts to understandî, is characterized by the desire of the
learners to learn more about the object or the phenomenon. The step ìstrong knowledgeî
(individual interest begins to form) is associated with volitional efforts of learners and
application of knowledge in practice. The final step, ìscientific researchî, is the highest
stage of interest, during which learners formulate their own tasks and solve them.

Figure 1. The scheme for the formation of learnersí interest in physics

Every teacher uses its own methods for the development of learnersí interest in the
learning process. The level of learnersí knowledge is different. The experience of one
teacher cannot be mechanically transferred to another teacher. In this way, the question
arises about a general technique of the formation of learnersí interest in physics.

Holubova (2015) has found out that learners can be motivated by various instruc-
tional methods based on their own activity. The author proposed to use in teaching of
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physics the problem based learning, project based learning, team work, inquiry based
learning, interdisciplinary approach, experiments ñ from very simple and low cost
experiments to computer based experiments and remote laboratories. Therefore, we
affirm that the learnersí interest in physics is formed by appropriate active means and
methods of training.

Means of Training

Lanina (1985, pp. 9ñ18) mentions the following criteria to foster curiosity
through educational materials in physics lessons: vital importance of knowledge;
study of known material from a new angle; use of the history of physics;novelty of educ-
ational material, suddenness of many conclusions and judgments; attract of learners to
modern scientific research. Given these, we offer the following active means of physics
training (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Active means of training for the formation of learnersí interest in physics

Physics in nature: the explanation of various natural phenomena from the point of
physics view. The attention of learners always attracts the application of theoretical
knowledge for the explanation of phenomena in the surrounding world (Korsun, 2013).

Physics in everyday life: the explanation of various everyday phenomena from the
point of physics. Shulika (2010) proposed using tasks with everyday content for the
formation of learnersí motivation in physics teaching.

Physics in technics: the explanation of various technical phenomena from the view
point of physics. Interest will have only then a solid foundation for development, when
the connection between the content of educational material and its meaning in life would
find a permanent place in physics lessons (Korsun, 2009a).

Physics in science: examples of various scientific achievements, where knowledge
of physics have been used. These examples show the importance of physics knowledge.
It allows learners to make sure that physics made the development of technological
progress possible and will facilitate the future career of learners (Kazachkova, Kasper-
skiy & Polikhun, 2010).
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History of physics: has a great potential for the formation of learnersí motivation
to study physics (Rowcliffe, 2004; Eshach, 2009; Hong & Lin-Siegler, 2012). The
elucidation of the contribution of physicists to science would cultivate the respect to the
profession of scientists (Korsun, 2017a). For many people, the ideal is a ìbusiness personî,
a ìprofessionalî. On the other hand, ìbusiness manî must be above all a human, and
then a professional. Otherwise, there can be no question about building a civilized
society (Korsun, 2017b, p. 229).

Learning Methods

Education for sustainable development encourages students to develop critical
thinking and take a wide-ranging, systemic and self-reflective approach, adapting to
novel situations that can arise from complexity. An ability to anticipate and prepare for
predictable outcomes and be ready to adapt to unexpected ones is an important goal
(ìEducation for sustainable development: Guidance for UK higher education providersî,
2014, p. 7).

Ivanova (1982, pp. 8ñ9) has identified three levels of learnersí thinking:
(1) level of understanding;
(2) level of logical thinking;
(3) level of creative thinking.

Understanding is aimed at the assimilation of information. Learners should be able
to independently analyze, summarize, argue, and explain on the level of logical thinking.
Creative thinking is characterized as the ability to offer new tasks and solve them.

According to the influence on the development of learnersí thinking, we selected
the following active methods to teach physics (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Active learning methods for the formation of learnersí interest in physics

Heuristic conversation: Not any conversation contributes to the development of
the learnersí interest. The nature of a conversation is characterized by the type of questions
that are posed. Sometimes the teacher poses questions for the reproduction of the learnersí
knowledge. Therefore, these questions do not greatly contribute to the development of
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learnersí interest. Learners should be able to conduct their own analysis, synthesis,
generalization, comparison, build inductive and deductive reasoning for the development
of logical thinking.

Creation of problematic situations: This introduces the learners to activity, during
which they are faced with facts that contradict their experience. The problem exists
objectively and independently from the learner. This problem must be understood by
the learner and also get personal assessment by the learner (the problem must become
important for the learner). Therefore, the teacher should not only formulate the problems
of a lesson, but also catch the learnersí interest for the problems (e.g., the story about
the everyday importance of an issue, the history of discovery).

Home experiments: Learners have a natural curiosity in reproducing experiments
(Koç & Bˆy¸k, 2012; Kazachkova, 2013). When learners will reproduce fundamental
physics experiments, they will feel themselves ìdiscoverersî. They will strengthen their
own the creativity, independence, and self-confidence. Criteria for selecting educational
materials include safety rules, simple equipment, curiosity, accessibility, and integration
in the curriculum.

Excursions: allow learners to get a complete and real picture of objects and phen-
omena (Korsun, 2009b, p. 76).

Solving crosswords: allows to summarize and systematize knowledge of learners in
the format of a game (Korsun, 2009b, p. 69).

Conducting physics dictations: allows the teacher quickly to get objective inform-
ation about the progress of learning (Korsun, 2009b, p. 69). Therefore, the teacher can
adjust activities.

Research Design

The directional hypothesis of the research project is: the implementation of proposed
technique will raise the level of motivational component of the learnersí cognitive activity
in teaching physics.

Marianenko (1992) has developed the methodology of measuring the levels of
cognitive activity. This methodology is aimed to diagnose structural components of
cognitive activity: motivation, content (ability and skills), and emotion. The motivational
component of cognitive activity is a positive attitude of the learners to learning, cognitive
interest in school subjects, and learnersí desire to know and gain knowledge. The form-
ation of thinking and cognitive processes (of perception, attention, imagination and
memory) is a content of cognitive activity. The positive emotions, diligence, ability to
organize their own learning, self-control, and self-improvement are the elements of the
emotional component of a cognitive activity.

Participants

The pedagogical experiment was conducted in 9, 10 and 11 classes (age 15ñ17)
during 2015ñ2016 academic year. Five classes formed the control group (122 learners)
and five classes are the experimental group (121 learners), and these two groups took
part in a pedagogical experiment. Teachers used the questionnaire method. Each learner
filled in the questionnaire. The items of the questionnaire is presented in Table 1.
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Table 1
Items of the Questionnaire

Items yes no
1. You can identify the physics concept (please write down an example)
2. You know an example of physics in nature (please write down an example)
3. You know an example of physics in everyday life (please write down an example)
4. You know an example of physics in technique (please write down an example)
5. You know an example of modern research on physics (please write down an

example)
6. The life of any physicist is an example for you (please write down the name of

physicist and explanation)
7. You know a saying of some physicist (please write down the saying)
8. You know the name of a physicist, who is a winner of the Nobel Prize in physics

(please write down the name of physicist)
9. You read additional literature on physics (please write down the title of the book)
10. You know a scientific site (please write down the title of site)

Evaluation:
0ñ3 ìyesî ñ low level of motivational component of the learnersí cognitive activity,
4ñ7 ìyesî ñ average level of motivational component of the learnersí cognitive activity,
8ñ10 ìyesî ñ high level of motivational component of the learnersí cognitive activity.

Procedure

During the pre-test, the assessment of motivational component of the learnersí
cognitive activity in both groups was carried out. The training in the experimental group
was carried out with the use of the developed technique, and in the control group, the
training was implemented without the use of the developed technique. During post-test,
the assessment of motivational component of the learnersí cognitive activity in both
groups was carried out.

Results

Data Analysis

There were three levels of motivational component of the learnersí cognitive activity
(low, average, high). The number of learners for each level has been determined. The
results of experiment are presented in table 2.

Table 2
Results of Measurements in Control Group (CG) and Experimental Group (EG)

Levels of motivational components
Pre-test (%) Post-test (%)

CG EG CG EG
low 29.5 29.5 30.7 17.3

average 46.0 45.6 46.4 53.0
high 24.5 24.9 22.9 29.7

The results of the pedagogical experiment are represented in Figures 4 and 5.
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Figure 4. Results of pre-test Figure 5. Results of post-test

Statistical analyses

Two statistical hypotheses were formulated to analyyze the results of the experiment:
(1) hypothesis about the absence of the difference (the null hypothesis);
(2) hypothesis about the significance of the difference (the alternative hypothesis).

We used Pearsonís criterion c2 for the decision about which of the hypotheses (the
null or alternative) should be recognized. We conducted measurements in a three-level
scale of gradation (high, average and low levels of motivational component of the
learnersí cognitive activity). Significance level was set 0.05. Critical theoretical value
c2

0.05 for the level of significance 0.05 in the three-level scale of gradation is: c2
0.05 = 5.99.

Empirical value c2
empirical of measure levels of cognitive activity of CG and EG for the

post-test is: c2
empirical = 6.10. Because c2

empirical > c2
0.05, then the accuracy of statistical

significance of characteristics of EG and CG after the post-test is 95%. Thus, the analysis
of the data confirmed the alternative hypothesis: the difference between theoretical and
empirical values of Pearsonís criterion is due to the implementation of the developed
technique.

Discussion

Education is a key element of sustainable development. As such, education is essential
to individualsí development (UNESCO, 2012, p. 3). Our results showed that the high
and average levels of motivational component of cognitive activity correspond with the
comprehensive development of learnersí personality. A low level of motivational com-
ponent of cognitive activity negatively effects the level and quality of the learnersí know-
ledge. Learners who are not motivated will not learn effectively. In this way, it is necessary
to form the learnersí motivation to study school subject.

There are many ways to categorize and understand the learnersí cognitive processes.
One of the most commonly and globally used comes from the original work of Bloom
(1956), revised by Anderson and Krathwohl (2001), in which the authors identified the
following cognitive processes: remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating,
and creating. The results showed that the active means of training and the active learning
methods in our study could contribute to the development of the learnersí cognitive
processes (e.g., remembering, understanding and applying).
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Conclusion

The problem of teachersí professional competence is relevant in terms of sustainable
development of education. The learner will not be able to understand the educational
material, if the learner does not feel the need to study it. Therefore, it is necessary to
develop the formation of the learnersí interest. The sequence of interest formation for
physics in the context of sustainable development of education was analyzed using the
following steps: curiosity, the active curiosity, attempts to understand, strong knowledge,
and scientific research. This scheme shows the transition from a situational interest to
an individual interest.

The technique of strengthening the formation of learnersí interest in physics in the
context of sustainable development of education was developed in the present study.
The active means of training and active learning methods were the components of this
technique. Examples of natural phenomena, everyday life and practical use, historical
materials, and examples of scientific achievements are the active means of training.
Heuristic conversation, creation of problematic situations, home experiments, excursions,
the solving of crosswords and conducting physics dictations are active learning methods.
The results proved that proposed technique increases the level of motivational component
of the learnersí cognitive activity in physics teaching.

The formation of learnersí motivation to study physics in the context of sustainable
development of education was considered in this study. Its short-term objective was the
formation of learnersí interest in physics as a school subject. Its long-term objective was
the formation of learnersí interest in physics as a science. This should contribute to
professional self-determination of learners.

Recommendations

The proposed general technique for the formation of learnersí interest can be used
in teaching other natural sciences (e.g., Chemistry, Biology, Geography, Ecology) for
providing the sustainable development of education. Schools need to teach learners to
acquire knowledge independently. Only then can we talk about sustainable development
of the learners in the learning process.
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